
 

 

 

 

 

D.All examinations IKF-IKG: 

Certificates IKF-IKG: 

 National trainer certificate following the IKG course of 21 hours (or in modules)  

ranking IKG provided:  IKG certificate for the course and IKG certificate (only Dan grades) 

costs: course, practical handguide and dan certificate, 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 price on request 

 

 comfort referee IKG certificate   

no IKG ranking provided: IKG certificate for comfort referee 

costs: 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 

 judge IKG certificate    

no IKG ranking provided: IKG certificate for judge 

costs: 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 

 table responsible IKG certificate   

no IKG ranking provided: IKG certificate for table responsible 

costs: 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 

 country representative IKG certificate   

no IKG ranking provided 

no costs yearly evaluated 

 

 international trainer IKG   

ranking IKG provided 

cost: no cost, commission need to give authorization 

 



 grading certificate IKG students 

ranking IKG provided 

cost: 50 euro examination and registration no renewal needed 

 

 grading certificate trainers and coaches  

ranking IKG provided 

followed the course… 

cost: 20 euro 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 

 medical or technical classifier IKG    

no IKG ranking provided: IKG certificate for classifier 

costs: 2 yearly certificate renewal 10 euro 

 

 commission IKG    

no costs  at least 4th dan IKG,  comfort referee and followed IKG course 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D.1 details grading IKF I-karate Global: 

 

National Trainer:  

Only followed the complete course 21 hours and no Comfort Referee or country 

representative.  

You receive an I-karate Global certificate and your grade in Martial arts will be 

evaluated: 

if no martial art degree                   purple belt IKG  

(blue belt in countries where they use purple belt) 

if no dan grade but brown belt:        1st dan IKG 

1st dan:                                2nd dan IKG 

2nd dan or higher in ranking:        3th dan IKG 

 

Comfort Referee and followed the course IKG 21 hours:  

You receive an I-karate Global certificate and your grade in Martial arts will be 

evaluated: 

if no martial art degree                   not allowed 

no dan grade but brown belt:        2nd dan IKG 

1st dan:                                3th dan IKG 

2nd dan and higher:                               4th dan IKG 

higher than 2nd dan:                         5th dan IKG 

  

 

Only Comfort Referee examination: 

You receive an I-karate Global certificate to act as a CR national and international, 

your grade in Martial arts will NOT be evaluated. 

(combined at an IKG competition) 

 



 

Judge examination: 

You receive an I-karate Global certificate to act as a judge 

national and international, 

your grade in Martial arts will NOT be evaluated. 

  Followed 1 day judging course 

  Judging an IKG competition at least 2 times. 

(combined at an IKG competition) 

 

table responsible:   

You receive an I-karate Global certificate to act as a table responsible national and 

international, 

your grade in Martial arts will NOT be evaluated. 

(combined at an IKG competition) 

 

country representative and didn’t follow any course only the introduction before the 

competition: 

You receive an I-karate Global certificate to act as national responsible, 

your grade in Martial arts will NOT be evaluated.  

Yearly evaluated! 

 

Grading certified Students: 

Until 1st kyu examination is allowed  in your own IKG organisation, but you have to be 

at least 2nd dan IKG. 

Shodan or Nidan examination under surveillance of IKG commission. 

Presented by your IKG country responsible true official way. 

*At least 1 year 1st Kyu. 

*If nidan examination proof of at least 2 years shodan. 

*Trainer of the student will be presented and questioned at the examination. 

(mostly combined at an IKG competition) 



 

Grading certificate trainers and coaches:  

See national trainer 

 

Medical or technical classifier:   

  (combined at an IKG competition) 

 

IKG Commission: 

*Minimum 3 examinators IKG with the grade with at least 4th dan.  

*formation for the moment only by the Founder. 

*In the beginning Founder needs to be present. 

 

D2. modules examination IKF I-karate Global: 

 

National Trainer: (different modules possible) 

Only IKG country responsible can organize these seminars! 

 

 

• Whole course 21 hours:    4 full days and 2 days rest for teacher 

 

• Whole course 21 hours: (split up in 2 modules)   

Introduction 4 hours ASD and Intellectual impairment 6 hours   

2 days, 1 day rest 

Visual and physical impairment 5 hours and all wheelchair users 6 hours  

2 days, 1 day rest  

• separate courses (3 modules): 

Introduction+ASD and Intellectual impairment 4/6 hours   2days 

 

Introduction+Visual and physical impairment 4/6 hours    2 days 

 

Introduction+all wheelchair users 4/6 hours     2 days  

*You are only an official IKG national trainer if you do the whole course. 



 

Comfort Referee: 

You know the IKG competition rule book 

you are mature enough to lead a competition floor 

you need to know all the drills for all the classifications 

you need to know the 203, 504-505 kata-kumite,  

302 kata and wheelchair kata : 

Shorin, shodan rin ichi, shodan rin ni, 

also kata 1 hand use and verbal kata. 

  You will act on 2 IKF competitions with a comfort referee supervisor. 

After the 2 competitions the commission will decide together with the comfort 

referee who was your supervisor if you passed 

(combined at an IKG competition) 

 

Judge: 

Introduction course  1day (seminar day before IKF competition)  

 Receiving the IKG judging rulebook and the short classification 

Introduction of IKF I-karate Global (theoretical)   2 hours 

  Competition overview (practical)    

Practical judging with al IKF categories point and flags   2 hours 

   

You will act on 2 IKF competitions with a referee as supervisor. 

After the 2 competitions the commission will decide together with the referee 

who was your supervisor if you passed 

(combined at an IKG competition) 

 

 Table responsible 

 Theory (day before the competition)    3 hours 

 Practical 2 competitions (first one together with supervisor IKG) 

 The table responsible IKG will decide if you passed. 

 

 



 Medical classifier (only at the World Championships) 

 Only allowed for people with medical background  

(doctor, physiotherapist…) 

Theory (day before the competition)    3 hours 

 Practical classification (day before the competition) 4 hours 

 Practical 2 competitions (first one together with supervisor classifier IKG) 

 The medical classifier IKG will decide if you passed. 

 

Technical classifier 

 Only allowed for people who are National trainer and comfort referee IKG 

Theory (2 days before the competition)   3 hours 

 Practical classification (day before the competition) 4 hours 

 Practical 2 competitions (first one together with supervisor classifier IKG) 

 The Technical classifier IKG will decide if you passed. 

 

International trainer 

IKG will appoint you personal if you have the knowledge to spread and support the 

IKF-IKG principles. 

All the International requests will go true the head office IKF.  

 

 

Examiner dan grading commission 

IKG need to appoint you. You need to be at least comfort referee and national 

teacher. 

 

E. Examination program: 

 

Program will follow! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

*dan grading for the IKG trainers means that you are aware of 

the methodology.  

This IKG grade is only to use when teaching disabled students. It 

cannot be compared with any regular grades in any other 

Martial Art you obtained in the regular Martial Arts circuit! 

You can inscribe for most of these seminars the day before the competitions. 

All these certificates are valid for 2 years, you will be evaluated every 2 years. 

 An IKG trainer can go to the next grade after he can proof a 3 year active 

membership and working as a IKG trainer. 

 5 th dan is the highest ranking for the moment. 

 The examination for trainers contains a questioner about the IKG system. 

 

 

 


